
SENSORY SIGNALS OR TRIGGERS 
-  Public speaking, big interview, first date, etc.
-  Previous trauma triggers, loud noise, snake, etc.
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Keeps You Stuck

How

 ...and Makes You Sick
THE FEAR CASCADE

AROUSAL – READINESS
- Smells & touch bypass the hypothalamus and go straight to the amygdala  
 (primitive survival brain)
- The thalamus processes sights & sounds and sends messages to the amygdala  
  or other brain centers
- The hippocampus evaluates raw info & past experience tied to the situation 

ANXIETY OR FEAR
-  The hypothalamus activates for fight or flight
-  Stress hormones (adrenaline, cortisol, etc.) flood the body
-   The body sends an APB to all systems to prepare for battle
-   The circulating stress hormones put the body into auto- 

pilot emergency readiness

THE BODY IN HIGH ALERT
- Executive/thinking brain shuts down
- All senses are hyper-alert
- Digestion & elimination go offline
- Throat becomes constricted & dry
- Eye pupils dilate
- Heart rate & B/P elevate
- Perspiration & sweaty palms
- Adrenaline creates trembling
- Muscles tense

THE THREAT IS OVER
- Beliefs about the event are created
- The event memory is encoded in the hippocampus
-  The biochemistry and body return to normal, except 

when the stress/trauma become chronic 

 HOW WE GET STUCK
-  Replaying the situation, dramatizing or ruminating about the event etches deeper grooves of fear in 

the brain while keeping the brain and body ‘on-guard’
- The tense body reminds the scared mind (and vice-versa) creating a negative feedback loop of fear
- The body-mind goes on constant ‘look-out’ for danger
- Despite being exhausted by being on-guard 24/7, the excess circulating cortisol impairs sleep 
- The excess cortisol also interferes with learning and memory which damages confidence
- The beliefs formed make us and our world smaller and smaller
-  Living in fear conditions and wires the brain for fear - especially in a developing brain

HOW WE GET SICK - How we react to and process fear can prime us for disease and early death!
- Unprocessed stress hormones get trapped in the somatic tissues of the body 
- The somatic memory of fear creates a chronic holding or body armoring and inability to relax
- Anxiety, numbing and coping behaviors: abusing alcohol, drugs, food, sex, gambling & shopping, etc.
- Elevated cortisol levels create insomnia leading to a host of  mental, emotional and physical problems
- Excess cortisol makes the body store fat leading to diabetes, heart disease and other ailments
-  Chronically elevated cortisol creates widespread inflammation in the body 
-  Chronic inflammation is implicated in: accelerated physical aging & dementias; arthritis & chronic pain conditions;  

cancer; diabetes; high B/P & heart disease; bladder & bowel ailments; skin conditions & more

HOW TO RELEASE FEAR & RESTORE CALM   
-  Yoga* and Meditation: guided, mantra &/or mindfulness*
-  Somatic Experiencing: releasing trapped fear sensations and energies
-  Acceptance Commitment Therapy (ACT): defusing fear & focusing values
-  Somatic Mindfulness Training: restoring & retraining the body-mind
- Kundalini Yoga Rebirthing & Vocal Toning
-  Sound Healing: resetting the parasympathetic nervous system

*  NOTE: Those with trauma/PTSD histories may find yoga or mindfulness triggering.  
These should be practiced under the supervision of  a trauma-informed therapist. www.DevpreetKaur.com

“Since the majority of our fears come from the stories we tell ourselves, 
  the biggest thing we have to fear IS fear.”  ~Devpreet Kaur
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